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Agenda and Minutes 

 Introductions  

 Informational Items 

o Recap of SOC 219: 

 The committee recommended this course last spring. The DOIs 

requested more information regarding the justification for the change in 

credits. Since this was provided to the committee during the meeting, it 

wasn’t deemed necessary that this course be sent back through the 

committee. It was rolled back to the SOC SAC and then approved by the 

CC Chair and DOIs after this additional information was documented in 

Courseleaf.  

 Discussion topic: Online posting of CCOGs [see handout] 

o Brief introduction: 

 It’s important that the CCOG posted online reflects the current term for 

both students and faculty to reference. An approved CCOG does not get 

posted online until about a week before its implementation term. (And 

after the previous term has ended). 

 In prepping to teach a course, faculty access the CCOG posted online 

which may not reflect changes for future terms. Students do not have 

access to this CCOG when they register for a given course. 

o Small group discussion/ brainstorming summary: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5J6kaQ4TGhjNERfVm8tWVpEUFE


 Different SACs address this in different ways. Some are small enough 

that FDCs are able to manage this. Others take screenshots of what’s in 

Courseleaf in order to have external access. Others maintain Word 

documents of CCOGs. Others maintain a Spaces page. 

 The general consensus is that it would not be beneficial to SACs (or 

students) in general to make current and future versions of CCOGs both 

available online.  

o Next Steps: 

 It was agreed that the documentation in Courseleaf is not readily 

accessible for faculty to use when prepping a course. Instead of posting 

this online in addition to the current CCOG though, it was suggested that 

we instead explore enabling faculty and staff to export information from 

Courseleaf in an easilby readable format (such as a PDF). This is 

something the curriculum office will work with the Courseleaf vendors on 

to explore implementing. 

 The capacity with which students access the online posting of CCOGs 

was not known by the committee. If its determined that a further need 

exists to have this information, we wll consider working with the web team 

to analyze web traffic. 

 Discussion topic: Core theme of Quality Education measure 

o Brief introduction 

o Small group discussion/ brainstorming 

 Comments are briefly summarized on this document. 

 Discussion topic: General education 

o This discussion item was omitted so that the KIAs of the core them of quality 

education could be discussed further. 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B5J6kaQ4TGhjNkJBUm1PZXRYWVk

